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ABSTRACT

Background: Opioids have been shown to impair psychomotor and cognitive functioning in healthy volunteers with no history of opioid abuse. Few or no significant effects have been found in opioid-dependant patients in experimental or driving simulation studies. The risk of road traffic crash among patients under buprenorphine or methadone has not been subject to epidemiological investigation so far. The objective was to investigate the association between the risk of being responsible for a road traffic crash and the use of buprenorphine and methadone.

Methods: Data from three French national databases were extracted and matched: the national health care insurance database, police reports, and the national police database of injurious crashes. Case-control analysis comparing responsible versus non responsible drivers was conducted.

Results: 72,685 drivers identified by their national health care number, involved in an injurious crash in France over the July 2005 to May 2008 period. The 196 drivers exposed to buprenorphine or methadone on the day of crash were young, essentially males, with an important co-consumption of other substances (alcohol and benzodiazepines). Injured drivers exposed to buprenorphine or methadone on the day of crash, had an increased risk of being responsible for the crash (odds ratio (OR)=2.02, 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.40, 2.91).

Conclusions: Users of methadone and buprenorphine were at increased risk of being responsible for injurious road traffic crashes. This risk is probably the combined result of risky behaviors and treatments.
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INTRODUCTION

Opioids have been shown to impair psychomotor and cognitive functioning in healthy volunteers with no history of opioid abuse. (Zacny, 1995, 1996) Clinical doses of buprenorphine impair reaction time, muscle coordination, attention and short-term memory (MacDonald et al., 1989; Saarialho-Kere et al., 1987) Likewise, single oral dose of methadone have been shown to increase reaction time and to impair ocular coordination. (Gordon, 1970; Lombardo et al., 1976) Opioids used as a substitution maintenance therapy (buprenorphine and methadone) are prescribed in relatively stable doses over a long period of time (usually more than six months). The effects of long-term use of opioids on driving skills have been reviewed by Fishbain et al in 2003 with little evidence of any association (Fishbain et al., 2003). Available studies were conducted in the 70’s in the United States and focused on methadone maintenance (Babst et al., 1973; Blomberg and Preusser, 1974; Maddux et al., 1977). Three more recent studies found no differences in traffic-relevant performances between patients maintained on buprenorphine or methadone and healthy controls. (Baewert et al., 2007; Schindler et al., 2004; Shmygalev et al., 2011) As far as opioids used as analgesics are concerned, the crash risk has been found to be increased by two-fold in two studies using prescription databases (Engeland et al., 2007; Leveille et al., 1994). These results may be partly explained by an irregular use of analgesic opioids as opposed to steady doses for long periods that are prescribed in the treatment of opioid dependence. Other studies used blood and/or urine samples to detect the presence of opioids in drivers involved in a crash. (Drummer et al., 2004; Movig et al., 2004; Mura et al., 2003) Only one of these studies found an association between morphine and the risk of crash (OR=8.2, 95% CI: 2.5-27.3). (Mura et al., 2003) These studies are however unable to distinguish between legal and illegal use of opioids. Most of the available epidemiological studies concerned opioids used as analgesics and the few others that focused on substitution maintenance therapy are relatively
old and limited to the study of methadone effects on the risk of crash. The aim of our study was to investigate the association between the risk of being responsible for a road traffic crash and the use of buprenorphine and methadone within the general driving population.

METHODS

The study consisted of extracting and matching data from three French nationwide databases. The national health care number (national ID) of drivers involved in injurious crashes was extracted from the police report database. These reports were matched with data from the national police database of injurious crashes to provide details on the crash. National IDs extracted from police reports were sent to the national health care insurance database to collect data on medicine exposure. (Orriols et al., 2010) This study was approved by the French Data Protection Authority.

Crash data

**Police reports.** French police forces are required to fill out a police report for each injurious crash defined as a crash resulting in injury for at least one individual involved occurring in the country (about 70,000 reports each year). Police reports are scanned and stored as image files. For some of the drivers involved in these injurious road traffic crashes, the national ID is recorded in the police report. This national ID was extracted from image file. All 210,818 available police reports available over the study period (from July 2005 to May 2008) were compiled. The exact number of drivers registered in police reports is unknown as it is not feasible to read manually all police reports. However, this figure may be estimated from the number of drivers registered in the national police database of injurious crashes.

**National police database of injurious crashes.** Police forces also collect details on the same injurious crash events which are stored in the national police database of injurious crashes.
This standardized database contains descriptive variables on the crash characteristics, the vehicles and the people involved in the crash. Police forces also conduct additional investigations regarding injury severity from hospital records and categorize the people involved into four groups: unhurt, slightly injured, seriously injured (hospitalized more than 24 hours) or killed (in the 30 days following the crash). All drivers involved in an injurious road traffic crash are supposed to be tested for the presence of alcohol using a breath test. If this test is positive (corresponding to a blood alcohol concentration above the French legal limit of 0.5 g/L), if the driver refuses to take the test or the severity of the crash makes the test impossible, then the blood alcohol concentration is measured. If the breath test is negative then the driver is registered as not being under the influence of alcohol.

National ID extraction and matching procedures. The first step of the study was extracting and matching data from the comprehensive French nationwide databases described above. Drivers were included through their national ID, gender, and date of birth, as extracted from police reports. An application, based on optical character recognition, was developed to automatically extract, from the image files, the date of the crash, an individual’s national ID, gender, and date of birth. The extraction procedure was validated on a subsample of 293 police reports, which were printed and manually coded. A procedure was implemented to match each individual whose ID was extracted from police reports with the corresponding record from the national police database of injurious crashes. Two records were considered matched if six descriptive variables were in agreement. If a pair had three or more discordant variables, it was considered unmatched. For pairs with concordance for fewer than six variables and more than three variables, a probabilistic linkage method was developed (Jaro, 1995). When a decision could not be made automatically, pairs were reviewed by hand. Data on reimbursed medicines dispensed within 6 months before the crash were obtained by linking included drivers to the national health care insurance database using their national ID,
gender, and date of birth. Confidentiality was ensured by using the personal information anonymization function of the national health care insurance system. (Trouessin and Allaert, 1997)

Medicine exposure data

**Health care insurance database.** The national health care insurance system database covers the entire French population (in 2008, 64,000,000) and includes data on reimbursed prescription medicines. A record is entered into the database each time a prescription medicine is dispensed to an outpatient at the pharmacy, including the national ID, the date of dispensing and the seven-digit code assigned to the medicine at the time of its marketing authorization. Data on long-term chronic diseases are also registered in this database, with the International Classification of Diseases 10th edition (ICD-10) code, start and end dates of disease.

**Exposure periods.** Exposure was considered starting on the day following dispensing. To ensure that medicines were not prescribed as a consequence of the crash, medicines dispensed on the crash day were not considered.

*Methadone and buprenorphine.* French legislation imposes a strict framework for the prescription and dispensation of these medicines (Augé-Caumon et al., 2001). The first prescription of methadone must be filled in by a medical doctor in a specialized care center for drug addicts or in a health care center. Buprenorphine treatment may be initiated in specialized centers but also and mostly in community pharmacies. Methadone is prescribed for no more than 14 days, and on a special form which is non automatically renewable. Buprenorphine is also prescribed on a specific non automatically renewable form, and for a maximum of 28 days. Usually, pharmacists are allowed to dispense one to seven days' worth
of treatment with methadone or buprenorphine except if the practitioner mentioned, “to dispense at once”.

The exposure period was estimated from our database as the most frequently observed delay between two dispensations. This delay proved to be seven days for the two medicines, which corresponds to the French legislation.

Concomitant exposure. In France, a four-level risk classification system of medicines affecting driving abilities has been established, ranging from level 0 (no or negligible risk) to level 3 (major risk) (Afssaps, 2009). Comparisons were adjusted for the use of other medicines as classified in the highest levels of risk (levels 2 and 3), including antiepileptics, psycholeptics, all benzodiazepines and derivatives. While the effect of level 2 medicines depends both on pharmacodynamics and on individual susceptibility, with level 3 medicines, the pharmacodynamic effect is predominant so all users are advised not to drive. Exposure data was available for all classes of medicines in our database.

Analysis

Subject inclusion. Drivers were censored at their first involvement in a road traffic crash in order to mitigate the impact of previous crashes on medicine exposure. All drivers with a national ID recorded in the police report were included. Subjects whose police reports did not contain their national ID were not included. There are several possible reasons for non-inclusion of drivers: the police reports did not contain the driver’s national ID (national ID recording is not mandatory), the extraction procedure failed, or the linkage with the corresponding record in the national police database of injurious crashes did not succeed. We compared, by logistic regression, age, gender, injury severity, vehicle type, crash location, type of police forces filling the police report, alcohol level and responsibility between included and non included drivers.
Descriptive analysis. Frequencies of exposures to methadone or buprenorphine were compared according to individual and crash characteristics. All variables significantly associated with exposure in the bivariate analysis were included in the multivariate analysis, performed by logistic regression.

Responsibility analysis. The purpose of responsibility analysis is to compare exposure probabilities on the day of crash between responsible drivers (cases) and non-responsible drivers (controls). Responsibility levels in the crash were determined by a standardized method adapted from Robertson and Drummer (Robertson and Drummer, 1994). This method, recently validated in France using data from the national police database of fatal crashes (Laumon et al., 2005), takes into consideration the different factors likely to reduce driver responsibility: road, vehicle and driving conditions, type of accident, traffic rule obedience and difficulty of the task involved. A score is assigned to each driver for each of these factors from 1 (favourable to driving) to 4 (not favourable to driving). Drivers were further grouped into two levels of crash responsibility: responsible (score < 15) or non-responsible (score ≥ 15).

Statistical analyses were conducted using logistic regression. The association between responsibility and age, gender, socioeconomic category, time of crash, season, region of France where the crash occurred (North or South of France), location (urban or non urban), vehicle type, injury severity, blood alcohol concentration (BAC), concomitant treatments (using the four-level French classification system) and chronic long-term disorders were initially investigated using bivariate analysis; these variables were included in the multivariate model as their p-value was less than 20% (Chi-squared test).

Data were analyzed using the SAS statistical software package, version 9.1 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA).
RESULTS

The validation study conducted on 293 police reports showed that the national ID was recorded for 140 of the 455 drivers involved (28%). The automatic OCR software extracted 110 of these 140 national IDs (extraction rate=79%). Matching with the police national database of injurious crashes was possible for 90% of the IDs. The driver inclusion rate was thus expected to be around 20%.

Results of the overall extraction and matching procedures are illustrated in Figure 1. We extracted 109,078 national IDs/gender/date of birth, from 210,818 police reports available from July 2005 to May 2008, corresponding to any individual involved in an injurious road traffic crash. Ninety percent of these individuals were matched with a corresponding record in the police national database of injurious crashes (72.8% fitted on all variables, 14.0% were matched by the probabilistic linkage method and 3.1% manually). The linkage failed for 10% of the individuals, because the ID corresponded either to a driver involved in the crash but not captured in the police national database or to an individual not involved in the crash (e.g. a witness, the owner of a vehicle involved).

The procedure led to the inclusion of 72,685 drivers (34,896 responsible and 37,789 non-responsible drivers), i.e. 18.5% of the 392,169 drivers registered in the police national database of injurious crashes.

Injury severity was the main factor associated with the probability of being part of the study (34% of seriously injured drivers included), thus explaining higher rates of inclusion for bicycle and scooter drivers (27% and 23% respectively) and drivers involved in non-urban accidents (25%), all of whom have been consistently documented in literature to be more seriously injured. The inclusion rate was approximately the same for responsible and non-responsible drivers (respectively, 18.8% and 18.3%).
Exposure to buprenorphine or methadone was higher among men and young drivers (29-38 years old) and drivers using level 2 and level 3 medicines. (Table 1) Forty nine drivers (25% of the 196 buprenorphine or methadone users) were exposed to one or more level 3 medicines and 76 drivers (39% of the 196 buprenorphine or methadone users) were exposed to one or more level 2 medicines on the day of crash, all belonging to the nervous system class of the WHO Collaborating Center for Drug Statistics Methodology ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical) classification. These other medicines used concomitantly to buprenorphine and methadone were mainly anxiolytics, hypnotics, antipsychotics and antidepressants. (Table 2)

Adjusted responsibility analysis showed a two-fold increased risk associated with the use of buprenorphine or methadone (OR=2.02, 95% CI: 1.40-2.91). The analysis conducted on the effect of each of these two medicines separately showed an increased risk of being responsible for a crash for buprenorphine users and no significant association was found for methadone users (Table 3).

The same analysis, performed for the 387 drivers who received at least one dispensation of buprenorphine or methadone in the six month preceding their crash, showed an increased responsibility risk for these drivers (OR=1.70, 95% CI: 1.36-2.14). The odd ratio was 1.52, 95% CI: 1.14-2.03 when excluding the 159 drivers who had a dispensation in the eight days before the crash from the analysis.

DISCUSSION

72,685 drivers involved in an injurious road traffic crash in France, over a three-year period, were included in the study. We evidenced an increased risk of being responsible for a crash
among patients under buprenorphine or methadone (OR= 2.02, 95% CI: 1.40-2.91), as compared to non users. When considering each substance individually, buprenorphine was associated with responsibility risk while there was no association for methadone, probably because of the small number of drivers exposed to this medicine; an effect of methadone can thus not be excluded.

The responsibility analysis is a real strength of the study as it allows for the comparisons of cases and controls that share the same characteristic of being drivers. In a previous study on the impact of illegal drug consumption, using the same police national database but limited to fatal crashes (Laumon et al., 2005), the same method used to determine responsibility was approved by an independent expert evaluation of responsibility. Furthermore, because the responsibility analysis relies on the assumption that non responsible drivers are representative of the driving population, the authors of the previous study validated the comparison of a subset of the non responsible subjects with the driving population in France (Laumon et al., 2005). Finally, the strong dose-effect relationship found in our study between alcohol level and responsibility is a further indirect validation of the method. Importantly, responsibility levels were computed independently of alcohol and illicit drug use because of their potential interactions with medicine use.

A study conducted in 2004, focusing on fatal crashes did not find an association between opiates and driver responsibility. (Drummer et al., 2004) In this study, using toxicological testing, methadone was only one of the tested substances among other licit and illicit opioids making difficult the comparison with our results. Moreover, the authors highlighted the lack of power to address the issue.

The results showed that injury severity was associated with the probability of being part of the study. Thus severely injured drivers were more likely to be included than slightly injured drivers. Killed drivers and uninjured drivers still had lower inclusion rates. This finding can
be explained by the fact that injured drivers were more likely to be admitted to hospital so their healthcare number was more frequently noted in the police report. Thus, our study sample slightly over-represented drivers injured in more severe crashes.

Medicine exposure was ascertained from computerized records of reimbursed prescriptions filled at the pharmacy. These data were not subject to underreporting, a major problem encountered when medicine exposure data is self-reported (Honkanen et al., 1980). However, we did not know whether the medicines were actually ingested or not. Non-compliance, which we were not able to check, would therefore result in exposure misclassification.

Another study showed that the French healthcare insurance data are reliable indicators of actual exposure for medicines used over a long time frame (Noize et al., 2009), which is the case for substitution maintenance treatments.

The first prescription of methadone must be filled in by a medical doctor in a specialized care center for drug addicts or in a health care center. Consequently, our study was unable to consider the very first prescription of methadone. This initiation period might be critical regarding the risk of crash. Buprenorphine treatment may be initiated in specialized centers but also and mostly in community pharmacies. Moreover, some patients will never have any dispensation in community pharmacies and will be only followed in these centers during their whole treatment course. While this loss of information is unlikely to have biased association measures, it has consequences in exposure prevalence estimates which are therefore underestimated.

Prescription of takeaway doses of methadone results in diversion for illicit use by those not in treatment (Mattick et al., 2008) Buprenorphine is even more easily accessible than methadone due to less restrictive policies and some patients may consult several practitioners to acquire more prescriptions (Thirion et al., 2002). Health care insurance data showed that in 2005-2006, 25% of buprenorphine dispensations were for the benefit of 5% of the patients, leading
to concern about contraband networks. (Chast, 2009) Misuse and accidents have also been reported (intravenous drug use, fatal overdoses...). (Chast, 2009) While it has been shown that buprenorphine is one of the medicines that are the most frequently reported in suspicious prescriptions (8.8% of the suspect prescriptions between 2001 and 2004) (Boeuf and Lapeyre-Mestre, 2007), the part of substitution maintenance prescriptions that are diverted from therapeutic remains impossible to estimate.

Codeine is used to reduce withdrawal symptoms or to substitute for other opioid dependence. Because several medicines containing codeine are available without a prescription, these consumptions could not be estimated from the health care insurance database. Néocodion® is a codeine preparation, available without prescription, and also known to be misused by opiate addicts. (Armand et al., 2004; Olivier et al., 2002) A study conducted in 2002 in France estimated that 21% of Néocodion® users were concomitant methadone or buprenorphine users. (Armand et al., 2004) We observed however that buprenorphine or methadone users had very few concomitantly prescription of opioid analgesic level 2 medicines (as defined in the French classification system) on the day of their crash.

Finally, consumption of illicit products is commonplace in maintained patients. Heroin was reported to be used in 22% to 59% of the patients during their treatment. (Amato et al., 2005) Other drugs such as cannabis, cocaine, amphetamines are also frequently reported. In France, the detection of drugs is mandatory in fatal road crashes only and is missing for 95% of drivers involved in injurious crashes.

In our study, 48% of the buprenorphine or methadone users were estimated to be exposed to another nervous system medicine on the day of crash; most of these medicines were benzodiazepines and/or benzodiazepine-related medicines. Interestingly, patients were found with very old generation of hypnotics like flunitrazepam which are known to have a strong addictive component. (Sec et al., 2009) A literature review concluded that during substitution
treatment, about 30% of patients are affected by dependence on alcohol and benzodiazepines. (Laqueille et al., 2009) Seventeen percent of drivers under buprenorphine or methadone had a blood alcohol concentration above the legal limit as opposed to 5.6% among other drivers who were not under such treatment. Blood alcohol is however not consistently tested in drivers involved in crashes resulting in slight injury (defined as resulting in a less than 24 hours hospital stay).

In a previous study, using the same database, the odds ratios for prescribed medicines that may have a deleterious effect on driving performances (level 2 and level 3 according to the French classification) were OR=1.31, 95% CI: 1.24-1.40 and OR=1.25, 95% CI: 1.12-1.40, respectively. These risk levels mainly include hypnotics, anxiolytics and antidepressants, known to be associated with an increased risk of crash (Barbone et al., 1998; Bramness et al., 2008; Engeland et al., 2007; Gustavsen et al., 2008; Leveille et al., 1994; Neutel, 1995; Neutel, 1998; Orriols et al., 2011; Ray et al., 1992).

It is therefore very unlikely that the OR of 2 found here for buprenorphine and methadone would be solely explained by their pharmacological action. This is an indirect argument in favour of the impact of risky behaviour in this population. A recent study conducted in the same database found a similar risk estimate for drivers with zolpidem misuse (very high consumption level) (OR=2.38, 95% CI: 1.61-3.52) (Orriols et al., 2011), showing that drivers with a profile of abusers may be more likely to have an increased risk of causing a crash. On the other hand, when considering all drivers who received at least one dispensation of buprenorphine or methadone in the six month preceding their crash, the odds ratio was 1.70, 95% CI: 1.36-2.14. When drivers receiving a dispensation in the eight days just before the crash were excluded from this analysis, the odds ratio was even lower (1.52, 95% CI: 1.14-2.03). This indicates that an effect of the treatments can not be excluded. A literature review of experimental studies suggested however that there was no impairment of psychomotor
abilities immediately after the administration of opioids to opioid-maintained patients. This review also showed no impairment of psychomotor abilities as measured in laboratory tests and in driving simulators (Fishbain et al., 2003). The absence of a relevant impact on driving abilities has also been shown recently in clinical studies (Baewert et al., 2007; Schindler et al., 2004; Shmygalev et al., 2011). However, in such studies, drivers may not behave as in real-life driving conditions. One of the studies underlined the difficulty to generalize the findings due to major problems in this specific patients group (illicit drugs consumption and lack of social reliability) (Shmygalev et al., 2011).

Further work is therefore needed to disentangle the effect of treatments and the characteristics of the particular population using methadone or buprenorphine.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the inclusion procedure.

* The discrepancy between the number of police reports and the number of records in the national police database of injurious crashes is explained by the fact that a small proportion of unavailable reports were being used for on-going further legal investigations.

Table 1. Exposure to buprenorphine or methadone on the crash day according to driver and crash characteristics, France, 2005-2008

Reference group = not exposed to the medicine considered
* The total number of drivers is not equal to 72,685 because of missing values
† Multivariate analysis, logistic regression, model computed for 61,567 drivers without missing values (2-sided test)

Table 2. Level 2 and 3 medicines used concomitantly on the day of crash, France, 2005-2008

* Some drivers were exposed to several of these medicines

Table 3. Odds ratios for responsible road traffic crashes in users of buprenorphine or methadone, France, 2005-2008

* p<0.05, ** p <0.001 (2-sided tests)
Reference group = drivers not exposed to the medicines considered
† Crude odds ratios
‡ Model computed for 62,766 drivers without missing values for the adjustment variables
§ Odds ratios adjusted for age, gender, socioeconomic category, region, location, time of day, month, vehicle type, alcohol level, injury severity, concomitant level 2 and 3 medicine exposure and long-term chronic diseases
║ 2 drivers were estimated as exposed to both medicines on the day of crash